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Smog Raj over Newlands
By: Abdullah Ali Hakeem 9A
It is a new year as we bid farewell to the eventful year
of 2021. However, as we look back, we see the year’s
reel tarnished and in the search for the reason why, we
find it: the ruthless and cunning raids of smog, our
lungs’ arch-nemesis. Smog, as the name suggests, is
a mixture of air, fog, smoke and hours of coughing,
sneezing and suffering. Suffering through what agony
you may ask? Lung cancer, acute lower respiratory
infections, stroke and ischemic heart disease, just to
name a few.
Unfortunately for us Newlanders, we are not safe from
the clutches of this ruthless enemy, for it has
penetrated deep into our school and our city. In fact,
Lahore once dethroned New Delhi in becoming the
most polluted city in the whole wide world, and is The Government of Pakistan claims to have shut down
vying for that title.
over 500 industries and take hefty fines from those
who pollute the air. Most of their efforts have been
Thus, a thick blanket of fog shrouded the roads as seen as a ‘panic response’ due to the nature of the
visibility became a thing of the past overnight. smog problem. When it hits, it hits hard and it seems
Everyone coughed in their masks and some even it’s difficult to adapt to it.
temporarily lost their voice due to the irritation in their
pharynx. Going to school became a nightmare from The best way to, at least, limit the dangerous effects of
which you could not wake up. It was an endless loop; smog is to shut down those industries which have no
a paradox in which people got more and more ill and filter installed in their exhaust chimneys. This way,
what was to come did not alleviate the situation.
pollution would greatly decrease and other industries
Another foe had entered the ring: exams. This was a
problem as those who still had to recover simply
could not or else the exam train would surely depart
leaving them behind. Arriving on time became
increasingly difficult as traffic jams clogged the roads
due to limited visibility and confusion. It was a
disaster for us Newlanders as we had been caught in a
pincer at the worst time possible.
Now, a point of reflection is that smog does not occur
naturally. It is mainly caused by the actions of us
humans. The pollutants released into the atmosphere
by industries contribute to smog immensely and those
pollutants are the reason why everyone can be seen
coughing or suffering through some lung-related
illness.

will be encouraged to reduce the pollutants they
release. Everyone can do their part to reduce smog by
changing a few behaviors, such as driving less and
using public transportation whenever possible.
Vehicles should get regular tune-ups, changing oil on
schedule, and inflating tires to the proper level which
improves gas mileage and reduces emission.
Furthermore, education is the best weapon in our
arsenal and we should teach the new generation to
avoid the mistakes of those who are doing them now.
So, keep your masks on, not only for the global
pandemic, but for the menace looming around us,
quite literally like a ghost.

Glow Up ’22

Wear A Mask!

A level students celebrated new year’s at Glow Up '22, As the Omicron variant of Covid-19 is spreading fast
bidding farewell to 2021 with fun activities and writing in Pakistan, please wear a mask and get vaccinated as
their resolutions on a Christmas tree.
soon as possible!

Click of the Month
By: Eshal Faisal 10C

Editorial
Brain Drains
By: Muhammad Mushaf 10A
Human capital flight or brain drain
are two distinguished terminologies that imply the same
meaning. It is when well-qualified
people, who are ideologically more
advanced to the rest of their
community/country, leave their own
homeland for the sake of higher
quality of living, salaries and
access to advanced technology.
This is an extremely important
reason as to why Pakistan is
struggling as a nation. The
educated-elite class individuals are
leaving Pakistan as their roles and
contributions to the nation are
hardly ever recognized. As a result,
the uneducated class becomes
active at many positions in running
the country like civil services,
hospitals, judiciary or even the
legislative department of the
country. This issue has been a
hindrance in the advancement of
Pakistan as a country.

In order to resolve this problem
and to prevent the upcoming
generations from its disastrous
effects, it is the responsibility of
the central government to promote
the people on merit and provide
them job opportunities based on
their
qualifications
in
their
respective fields. According to a
recent survey, only 7.5% of
applicants are selected on the
basis of education, services,
qualifications and experience.
The remaining 92.5% are selected
through a quota system that lacks
basic criteria of appointment.
Moreover, in 2009, DAWN released
a survey that said that Pakistan has
the world’s seventh largest pool of
scientists and engineers. But since
science and digitalization wasn’t
the priority of the governments in
power then, many qualified doctors
and engineers left Pakistan as their
importance wasn’t acknowledged.

One another way on how brain
drains can be prevented is that
people
should
be
employed
regardless of their caste, creed,
race or religion. Since Pakistan is a
culturally diverse country, tensions
have escalated as the ruling elite
has appointed people from their
own caste or creed at authoritative
positions not prioritizing the basic
criteria that defines eligibility for a
position.
To conclude, it must be said that
these issues have to be taken care
of immediately before the educated
class leaves the country for their
personal benefits.

News from MYP
MYP3-

Science Summative Assessment Task Display.
Learners made 3D models of ecosystems to sum up
their learning of the first unit, Ecosystems and
Biodiversity. They identified the different interactions
between biotic and abiotic factors of an ecosystem
and showed a food web, indicating the flow of energy.
They also highlighted how human activities are posing
a threat to their ecosystem and suggested sustainable
solutions for them. The learners took their projects to
Newlands' adopted school, Lehna Singh School to
share their knowledge and understanding of these
concepts with them. It was truly a heartwarming
learning experience for the learners.
MYP Super Mathlete was held on 5th December, 2021.
Participants were selected from each house Ranikot,
Baltit, Rohtas and Sandeman. There were 5 rounds
named as Mental Math, Life Line, Coffee Shop at
Newlands, Online Challenge and Buzzer Round.
Sandman participants Mugarrab Butt from MYP 3,
Maheen Bashir from MYP 2 and Ishan Shahzad from
MYP 1 secured first position.

By: Umaymah Saeed 10A

MYP 2Young scientists and researchers identified one
environmental problem and the chemical reaction
causing it, and then presented its solution in the
form of 3D prototypes in a science conference ‘Save
Earth, Save Future’
MYP 1English Summative Display Learners showcased the
past literary eras of English Literature through the
display of vision boards of their chosen era and added
another dimension to it by dressing up as a character /
author of that selected time period.

By: Ameenah Qurban 9A

MYP visit to Khewra

By: Maiela Hamayoun 10C

Submit your Article
Newlands Carpe Diem welcomes
unsolicited articles and blog posts.
Submit your article at:
abideen.6906@beaconite.edu.pk . Your

Crossword Puzzle
Last month’s answers.

work should not contain any plagiarized
content.
Word limit for ANY type of article/poem
180-350 words
Word limit for reviews= 90-120 words.

Prism 4.0
Prism 4.0 is a two-day event, set to include a
total 14 segments.3 based on subject
knowledge, 6 sports-based, and 5 entertain-ment based. PRISM 4.0 will include segments
built upon testing scholars on their knowledge
on certain aspects of teaching. These segments
are based on three full credit subjects;
Mathematics, Business, and Sciences
1. Science Porium
2. Denominator
3. Phoenix
4. Art Connection
5. Expresso
6. Up Beat
7. Mazak Raat
8. Gamer’s Den
9. Futsal
10. Basketball
11. Throwball
12. Badminton
13. Table Tennis

astronomy
hypothesis
matter
atom
herbivore
respiration
habitat
climate
photosynthesi
-s biology
vertebrates
microscopic
molecules
geology
energy
chemistry
solar
ecology
experiment
physics
atmosphere

Mark your calendars for 2nd February, 2022
A live performance of Mustafa Zahid, an
exceptional
singer
and
musician
with
numerous hit songs across Bollywood and the
Pakistani Music Industry.
For queries about registration and details,
please feel free to contact:
i) Mrs. Qurat ul Ain Shahid (SM O & A Levels):
0300-6350581
ii) Mrs. Andaleeb (Senior School):0301-473753
iii) Rafay Afaq (Student-Director Marketing and
Finance):0317-4239592
iv) Taseen Taufiq (Student-Director Marketing
and Communications): 0320-8880027

Across

Down

1. the science of the relationships of
living things to their environment and
each other
5. the air-- various gasses-- that
surround the earth
7. The science of chemical reactions
8. The study of the stars and universe
10. related to the sun
11. the science that studies the basic
laws of the physical universe: matter,
energy, and the ways they interact
15. the production of carbohydrates
from sunlight and water
16. the study of life
17. the smallest unit of an element,
made up of one or more protons

2. the science of the earth and its
structures and composition
3. an animal that eats plants
4. animals with backbones
6. an idea about how something
works or how to solve a problem that
can be tested to confirm or disprove it
9. so small it can only be seen with a
microscope
12. the specific environmental
conditions that are home to a
species-where it belongs
13. power; the ability to do work
14. breathing; the process of taking in
oxygen and releasing carbon dioxide

